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Arabic and Success in the Maghreb

Introduction

Known for their bustling markets, miles of sand dunes, and historic architecture, the North

Western African countries of Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria, collectively referred to as the Maghreb, are

the perfect rendition of classical Arabian culture (Britannica). However, the region’s colonial past

continues to impact its citizens today. Between 1830 and 1912, France invaded the Maghreb, establishing

a presence so strong that the Maghrebi nations “had no claim to any independent identity whatsoever”,

emphasizing the magnitude of French influence (Hussey).

Following the French’s departure in the mid 20th century, the Maghrebi governments intended to

reverse the influence of the French through a strategy called Arabization, in which the education system

was gradually reverted to Arabic (Azzouze et al. 1).

While this was perceived as cultural emancipation from France and progress towards individual

identity, the inconsistency of Arabization throughout all education resulted in the preservation of French

in higher education and jobs, as compared to the use of Arabic in public schools (Daoud). In order to

provide their children with an advantage, wealthier families of the Maghreb send their children to private

schools operated only in French (Azzouze et al. 1). These students are provided with an advantage due to

their economic status, because they gain earlier exposure to the French language, whereas public school

students are only exposed to French when they enter university, making it considerably more difficult

(Azzouze et al. 1). Therefore, students without the financial means to acquire private schooling are set up

for future failure due to the lack of French in the public education system.
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In “Mapping the Bilingual Brain,”, Chris Berube highlights that bilingual children exposed to

multiple languages at a young age may face neurological advantages. He argues that young language

learners are apt to cognitive advantages that are not present in adult learners (Berube). However, this is

not the only advantage that bilingual children face: additionally, students exposed to foreign languages at

a younger age may also be exposed to social advantages. In “John Locke’s Essay Concerning Human

Understanding of Ideas,” Locke argues that children exposed to multiple concepts and ideas in childhood

are more apt to social advantages in the future. He writes that “if a child were kept in a place where he

never saw any other but black and white till he were a man, he would have no more ideas of scarlet or

green” (Locke). Essentially, Locke states that children exposed to fewer foreign concepts, such as foreign

languages, at a younger age would be less likely to form and understand complex ideas as an adult, thus

diminishing their overall contribution to society. Overall, both the sources emphasize the common theme

that those who are exposed to foreign concepts, such as languages, at a younger age reap significant

benefits in the future. This is clearly visible in the Maghreb, as kids who are exposed to French at an early

age have the greater capability to grasp concepts in French than those who haven’t been exposed until

university.

To this day, the educational divide between Arabic and French based on socioeconomic status

exists within the Maghreb, and continues to affect the lives of countless students and limit their success.

Therefore, it is essential to analyze the linguistic disparity between public and private schools in order to

spread more awareness regarding the discriminatory education system in the Maghreb, because it unfairly

deters the chance of success for students in poorer financial states, thus maintaining the French elitist

system. This paper will highlight how a lack of knowledge in the French language leads to a lack of

success at the university level and in the job market, concluding that an Arabic education is detrimental to

Maghrebi students’ success.

Linguistic Disparities in Pre-University Education
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In North Africa, the quality of schooling varies drastically based on whether it's public or private:

“At the secondary level, private schools often focus on French education. In contrast, public schools are

commonly taught in Arabic” (Thomas 1). Mikaela Thomas, a student at Bucknell University’s department

of Languages, Cultures, and Linguistics, emphasizes the magnitude of the disadvantage associated with

fully Arabic-speaking schools in her bachelor thesis. Thomas states that students who “come from an

Arabic background… lack preparation for the French or English-taught higher education,” emphasizing

the early disadvantages public-school students face (1). Essentially, Thomas states that students who are

in Arabic-speaking schools are exempt from the early familiarization of French, consequently decreasing

their level of success in higher education, thus highlighting how an Arabic education is detrimental to

success in higher education.

This concept is similarly emphasized by Cheryl LeRoux, Professor Emeritus of Department of

Education Foundations at the University of South Africa, who explains the complex system of linguistic

discrimination and its effects on Maghrebi students’ futures in her thesis. LeRoux argues that the

education system in the Maghreb only allows an elite population to access a French education, resulting in

a lack of French for public school students, consequently leading to their drawback in later education. She

says that Arabic is perceived, “especially in higher education, as limiting” (LeRoux 1). Fundamentally,

LeRoux argues that Maghrebi schoolchildren are set back in their educational careers due to the lack of

Arabic in higher institutions. Given that these linguistic differences transpire in primary and secondary

institutions, Arabic-speaking schools underprepare students and set them up for failure.

Contrastingly, Esmaa Mahmouri Ghrib, a doctoral student in Human Sciences at the Bourguiba

Institute of Modern Languages in Tunis, argues that Arabic-speaking schools may be advantageous to

students due to the ease with which students can learn. Ghrib argues that “The learner does not meet as

much difficulty in learning things in his or her own native language as he or she does when using a

foreign or semi-foreign language,” and that “The best medium of instruction is the mother tongue,”

highlighting the naturality Maghrebi students encounter in Arabic-speaking schools. Essentially, Ghrib

counters that Arabic may provide advantages to students because it is easier to learn than French,
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providing Arabic educated students with an ease that is not present in French-speaking schools, thus

granting them an advantage.

However, Jamal Salmi, education economist and coordinator of the World Bank’s tertiary

education program, agrees that while Arabic is easier for Maghrebi students in the short term, it is

ultimately French in the long term that ensures one’s success in university. Salmi states that with a French

education, pupils are prevented from “growing intellectually,” highlighting the advantages of an Arabic

education for students, but between Arabic and French, “a poor mastery of the latter is particularly

regrettable… as it hampers students’ ability to learn mathematics and the other science subjects.”

Fundamentally, while Salmi agrees that in the short term Arabic-educated students face an advantage, in

the long term it restricts their ability to learn various subjects, thus being detrimental to their success in

university. It is ultimately French in the long run that prepares them for university and opens opportunities

to learn a variety of subjects, therefore being more vital than Arabic to Maghrebi students for their

success in higher education.

Both Thomas and Le Roux argue that Arabic-educated children are faced with disadvantages

following schooling because of their lack of exposure to French and the inconsistencies within access to

the French language within Maghrebi education. While Ghrib and Salmi affirm that Arabic may be

advantageous to students in the short term due to linguistic ease, Salmi counters that French is ultimately

more important to academic success, overall supporting that linguistic disparity in Maghrebi education is

a causal factor for the disadvantages and lack of success students face in higher education.

Linguistic Disparities in the Maghrebi Job Market

The linguistic disadvantages shown to Arabic-educated students in university continue into their

careers. Janet Yearous, a doctoral student at the University of California, Merced, argues in her doctoral

thesis that Arabic educated students face employment difficulties in the job market due to their lack of

French. She questions whether Arabic educated students “will be able to find employment in a job market

which favours French-educated persons?” (Yearous 10). Furthermore, Yearous affirms that “those
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enrolled in Arabized scientific sectors such as medicine and engineering have an extremely difficult time

finding available employment,” emphasizing the struggles Arabic-educated students face in the job

market. Essentially, Yearous argues that Arabic educated students are more likely to be unemployed in the

Maghrebi job market due to their lack of French education. These struggles faced by Arabic students in

the job market exemplify the disadvantages that a fully Arabic education grants them in the job market.

Similarly, Ali Alalou, a professor in the department of languages at the University of Delaware,

argues that the use of French is necessary in the Maghrebi job market, and that Arabic-educated students

are less likely to succeed due to their lack of French. Alalou affirms that “French is still widely used

among professionals,” emphasizing its prevalence in the Maghrebi job market (413). He goes on to state

that “the majority of young people educated in public schools are linguistically ill-equipped to compete in

the job market, in which the mastery of French is all but mandatory” (Alalou 413). Essentially, Alalou

argues that French still holds prominence in the Maghrebi job market, and that the Arabic-speaking

schools’ failure to incorporate French into the education places them at a disadvantage when competing

for jobs.

In contrast, Joshua Angrist and Victor Lavy, education economists at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology and the University of Warwick, respectively, counter that Arabic may actually be

beneficial to students in the Maghrebi job market. They state that “Strong native language skills may

prove to be of more enduring value in the local labor market than French language skills,” countering the

conclusion that Arabic is detrimental to students in the job market (Angrist and Lavy 49). Essentially,

Angrist and Lavy argue that Arabic may be beneficial for employment in the job market. Given that

Arabic-educated students may possess benefits in the job market, consequently a fully Arabic education

would be advantageous to students’ success in the job market.

However, Moulay Driss Aqil, Professor of Education at Columbia University, agrees that while

Arabic does allow students to gain initial employment in the Maghrebi job market, French ultimately

elevates the status of employment that students are able to achieve. In his doctoral thesis, Aqil states that

Arabic does allow “children to access the job market and start their professional life,” emphasizing the
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advantages Arabic possesses in the job market (114). However, he then magnifies the higher importance

of French in the job market by arguing that French is “the language of social promotion, as it provides

access to job security and to a high social status” (Aqil 114). Fundamentally, while Aqil agrees with

Angrist and Lavy on the advantages of Arabic in the Maghrebi job market when acquiring initial

employment, it is ultimately knowledge of French that grants access to higher paying and more

prestigious jobs. Thus, a fully Arabic education is detrimental to students’ success in the job market.

Concludingly, a fully Arabic education is detrimental to students’ success in the Maghrebi job

market. Although Aqil agrees with Lavy and Angrist that knowledge of Arabic is advantageous for initial

employment, ultimately knowledge of French is necessary for the acquisition of distinguished jobs, thus

establishing it of higher importance for professional success. Given that Arabic-educated students are not

taught French until university, they are less likely to obtain career success, thus proving Arabic education

as detrimental to students in the job market.

Conclusion

After analyzing multiple perspectives on the effect of a fully Arabic education in university and in

the job market, it is concluded that an Arabic education is severely detrimental to students’ success. The

lack of French in Arabic-speaking schools immensely underprepares students for French education at the

university level, causing a lower likelihood of graduation and success (Thomas, Le Roux). Furthermore,

the lack of French in the Arabic system prevents students from achieving prestigious jobs, thus lowering

the overall rate of success (Yearous, Aqil).

Therefore, a proposed resolution would be the implementation of French in the Maghrebi school

system, although more research is needed to fully analyze the factors at play in this resolution. The

Maghrebi governments should begin to de-Arabize the public education system and begin the

incorporation of French courses.

A limitation of this resolution is that it fails to account for the cultural and political history of
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French and the Maghreb. After all, Arabization was implemented to revert from French influence, so the

reaction of the Maghrebi people to the re-implementation of French is tentative (Azzouze).

An implication would be the opportunity for students of a lower socioeconomic background to

achieve success through a joint Arabic-French education due to the teaching of French. With knowledge

of the French language, they are more likely to succeed in university and gain distinctive employment in

the job market.

However, it must be noted that this resolution is tentative and does not account for a multitude of

factors, such as the political situation and government resources. Therefore, it is vital for further research

to be conducted in order to formulate a specific and feasible solution that caters to all aforementioned

aspects of the education situation in the Maghreb. Nevertheless, it is clear that the current Arabic

education system prevents students from reaching their potential due to its lack of French, so alterations

will ensure the success of the Maghreb’s coming generations.
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